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1 Introduction

1. In this paper, we give a mathematically rigorous derivation of Korteweg—
de Vries equation^ and of Boussinesq equation from the Euler equation for
surface wave of water in irrotational motion.

In deriving these equations, we begin with noticing the following two
facts: (i) we have solved in [6] the Cauchy problem for two space dimensional
water surface wave equations in a class of analytic functions locally in time, in
the dimensionless form, (ii) the surface wave and the velocity potential depend
on the dimensionless parameter δ introduced in this dimensionless problem as
the ratio of the water depth to wave length in such a way that they are infinitely
many times differentiable with respect to δ [6].

We can expand2) equations with respect to δ2. In dropping the terms of
order O(δ4) in this expansion we get K-dV equation and "Boussinesq equa-
tion'* and we prove that their solutions approximate the original water surface
wave up to the same order of errors as the dropped terms with respect to δ.

Our "Boussinesq equation'' has not the same form as the original equation
given by Boussinesq himself in 1871 [3]. If one substitutes the "first approxi-
mation" φt=φx-\-O(82) in the terms of order O(δ2) of our "Boussinesq equa-
tion", one can immediately recover the original one. However this substitution
is not justified generally. We remark later that this substitution would be
rather destructive for good approximation even for waves for which it is justified,
see §2. In the last part of the paragraph 2, we compare our derivation of "Bous-
sinesq' ' equation with the original study of Boussinesq.

1) Mentioned simply K-dV equation hereafter.
2) This is not Friedrichs expansion [7]. The precise meaning of this expansion is given
in §2.
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2. In the following study, a crucial remark is in order: the shallow water

wave of finite amplitude is not necessarily "long" wave.

More precisely, it is not sufficient in the study of the "long" wave of finite

amplitude of water surface to consider the ratio δ of the water depth h to the

wave length X. It is also necessary to take into account the ratio ε of the

amplitude K of wave to the water depth, the amplitude K, being the maximum

displacement of water surface from the mean level of still water. We prove, in

fact, that K-dV equation and "Boussinesq equation" are concerned with the

water surface wave in the physical conditions expressed in the following relation:

ίΛΛ\ £2 _ /water depth h\2 ^ amplitude K _

Wave length λV water depth h

as wave length > water depth and amplitude < water depth3).

We notice here that the famous solitary wave solution for K-dV and Bous-

sinesq equation4) of the type

(1.2) u(ty x) = 2A2 scch2A(x±ct)

with the progressing (or regressing) speed c reflects the relation (1.1) although

the wave length of which is infinity. In fact, if the amplitude5) is doubled in

(1.2), then A is replaced by \/2A and (1.2) becomes now

(1.3) U(t, x) = 4A2 sedi2A(V2(x±cή).

It means that the elevation at (t> x) of U(t> x) is equal to 2 times the elevation of

u(tyx) at (t, V2x), but not at (t,x). Thus the wave shrinks by —τ= in remounting

doublly in height.

On the other hand, if K is replaced by 2κy λ should be replaced by —τ=λ to

keep unchanged the relation ε=δ 2 . Although the relation ε=δ 2 is not equivalent

to (1.1), we actually carry out our theory in this paper in supposing ε = δ 2 for the

simplicity.

It would be worth noticing in this regard that J. Scott Russell [19] observed

that "the length, therefore, increases with the depth of fluid directly, being

equal to about 6.28 times the depth. The length does not, like the velocity of

the wave, increases with the height of the wave in a given depth of fluid. On

the contrary, the length appears to diminish as the height of the wave is in-

creased" (p. 340). "This extension of length is attended with a diminution

3) Actually our theory is valid for £e[0, 1]. If we insist here that δ2 and e are of the same

order as infinitesimals, it is to emphasize the specific feature as "long" wave of water surface

approximated by solutions of K-dV equation and "Boussinesq equation".

4) Our "Boussinesq equation" has, of course, this type of particular solution (see §2).

5) The highest elevation of the solitary wave.
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of height, and the diminution of length with an increase of height of the wave,
so that the change of length and height attend and indicate changes of depth"
(p. 352).

If we take into account only the ratio water depth/wave length, the first
approximation up to order O(δ2) gives the shallow water wave equation as we
proved in [6] and Ovsjannikov for periodic case in [14], [15]. We repeat here
that shallow water wave contains the wave for which e~l, since the shallow
water wave equation is derived for "long" wave of finite amplitude such that,
with δe[0, 1], ε/δ2>l as λ»A and h>κ. We notice also that Scott Russell
observed in fact that waves begin to break as the height approaches the water
depth, page 352 in [19] describing long series of his experiments.

3. It is F. Ursell who suggested in [23] the importance to distinguish three
physical conditions

or < 1 as

in the study of "long" surface wave of finite amplitude.

In fact, G.B. Airy, giving a nonlinear second approximation equation, claimed
that "long" wave of finite amplitude of water surface could not propagate with-
out deformation and would break down in finite time [1], [11, §§173, 187-188].
Airy denied simply and categorically the possibility of solitary wave6) observed
and studied profoundly by J. Scott Russell, and reported in 1838 and 1844 in
[18], [19]. And he added: "We are not disposed to recognize this wave7) as
deserving the epithets 'great' or 'primary', •••, and we conceive that ever since it
was known that the theory of shallow waves of great length was contained in

τ2 y J2 y
the equation —j7~&κ—n%%% the theory °f the solitary wave has been perfectly

air doc

well known" as cited in Rayleigh [17], page 256. Airy's "long" wave assump-
tion means δ 2 < l which contains the waves for which ε ^ l .

G.G. Stokes [21], however, suggested already in 1847 another possibility of
approximation supposing8) not only "long" wave but also ε<δ 2 . He had
thus a second approximation of velocity which is independent of the height of
waves. Finally in this century, the existence of the solitary wave on the water
of finite depth is proved mathematically as stationnary "long" wave of finite
amplitude by Struik [22], Lavrentiev [12] and Friedrichs-Hyers [5] long after
the proposition of Boussinesq equation [3] and K-dV equation [8].

6) Appellation by Scott Russell of "long" surface wave of water of finite amplitude propa-
gating without changing form.
7) Wave called "great" or "primary" by Scott Russell.
8) Ursell is inspired by this study.
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In this "paradoxical situation"9) concerning "long" wave of finite amplitude
of water surface, Ursell claimed the necessity to distinguish certain "long" waves
from shallow water wave; and he derived formally, in Lagrangian coordinates,
as the second approximate equation (i) nonlinear hyperbolic equation of Airy
corresponding to shallow water wave, (ii) "Boussinesq equation"10* and (iii)
linearized "long" wave equation:

df dx2 dx4 '

corresponding, respectively, to (i) ε>δ 2 (ii) ε~δ 2 and (iii) ε<δ 2 .

4. The outline of this paper is as follows. In §2, "Boussinesq equation" is
derived. Comparing our derivation with the original study of Boussinesq, it is
pointed out that our "Boussinesq equation" is already given by Boussinesq
although it is not stated explicitely. In §3, K-dV equation is derived. We also
derive and discuss, in this paragraph, a new type of equation using the values
of potential on the water bottom. This equation is a sort of mixed type of
K-dV and so-called BBM equation and it gives a nice approximation. Finally,
in appendix, we give some remarks concerning the global existence of solutions of
approximate equations.

Our derivation of K-dV equatoin and "Boussinesq equation" is mathema-
tically rigorous for finite time interval in a class of analytic functions.

2 Boussinesq equation

5. In two space dimensional case, the surface wave of water in irrotational
motion is described in dimensionless form [6] by the velocity potential
φ=φ(t,xyy) and the free surface y=Γ(t,x) satisfying

(2.1) S2Φxx+Φyy = 0 in Ω ( ί ) ,

Ω(t)= i(x>y); x^R, 0<y<Γ(t,x)} being the domain occupied by the water, and
by the boundary conditions:

(2.2) #3, = 0, on;y = 0, x(=R

and

\ t ^ y ) \ φ y 0
(2.3) 2 2

I 82(Γt+ΦxΓx)-Φy = 0 , on y = Γ(f,*),

with the dimensionless parameter δ defined by

9) Expression of Ursell [23]. Garett Birkhofϊ [2, p. 23] noted it as a consequence of the

Earnshaw paradox. For Stoker, however, it is anywise not paradoxical [20, p. 342].

10) See also Keulegan-Patterson [9, pp. 72-74].
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β _m h_ __ water depth

λ wave length

In [6], we have solved the Cauchy problem for (2.1)—(2.3) with the initial data

(2.4) Γ(0, x) = Γ0(x)>0 , Φ(0, x9 y) = Φ0{x> y)

in a scale S= (j Xp of Banach spaces consisting of analytic functions (For nota-
P>0

tions, we refer readers to [6]).

By the mapping (x,y)=(x,y) (t, ξ,η\$) defined by the conformal mapping

z+x+iδy of ζ+ξ+iδη from Ω1={(ξ,η);ξeR, 0<5?<l} to Ω(ί), and by the

image <p=<p(ty ξ,η;δ) of Φ by this mapping, our problem is reduced to solve the

following on η= 1 [6]:

' xt = >

( 2 ' 6 )

 φ%= -<

where w=(X(-\-AsXξf)~1 and operators As and Cδ are defined by

(2.7)

( < > ) ( & , ) = •

We have actually solved the Cauchy problem for the system of integro-

diίϊerential equations for (v, u) (t)=(x%, φξ) (t> ξ, 1; δ) derived from (2.6) with

Cauchy data (vyu)(O)=(vo(ξ),uo(ξ))^XP(), in the scale S= \JXP of Banach spaces
P>0

of analytic functions such that (v, u) (t)^Xp for \t\ <a(p0—p),Vp<p0, a>0.
A

From this solution (v, u) (I, ξ\ δ), we got <p and (x,y) on ίll9 and y=—^-x on
δ

η—\ satisfying the Cauchy data φ0 andjy0 which are the images of Φo and Γo by

the mapping (x,y)=(x,y) (0, f, η; 8).

6. Let us now introduce the second dimensionless parameter ε defined by

ε =
K amplitude of wave

h water depth

We recall first that the dimensionless equations (2.1)-(2.4) are obtained in

[6] by the following change of variables

x = \x\ y = hy\ t = ^=t\

Vgh
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defining the dimensionless variables x\y' and t'. Let us denote now the am-

plitude by y1 and replace the transformation y=hy' by

(2.8) y = h+y1 = h+κylf = h(l + εyv)

defining thus the dimensionless amplitude y1' by the equation.

Omitting "/" of the dimensionless variables as before, let us define the

following transformation in Ωx:

(χ = ξJrex1, y = η + eyL,

\ φ= —t+eφ1.

Let us simplify the condition (1.1) putting barely δ 2 =ε. Then by (2.6)

and (2.9), x1, y1 and φ1 on η=l satisfy the following system

x) = εwιAδx\Aδφ\+Aδ(wιAδφ\)-Cδ{w1Aδφ\)+

+ εx\Aδ{wιAδφ\)-εx\Cδ{wιAδφ\),

( 2 1 0 ) ^

+ εφ\Aδ(wιAδφ\)-εφ\Cδ(wιAδφ\) ,

for ty ξ<=R

where «o1=(

Since we can apply the same method as [6] [7] for (2.6) to solve the Cauchy

problem for the system on (vι> uι)=(x\> φ\) (t, ξ; δ) derived from (2.10) with the

Cauchy data

(2.11) K

satisfying l+ε^o=^o> £Uo=uOi we have a unique solution (v1, uι) (ί, ξ δ) in S=

U-̂ 0) δe[0, 1], which is infinitely many times diίferentiable with respect to
p>0

δe[0, 1] in Xp, for any \t\ <a(p0—p), ρ<p0. Thus we have a one to one

conformal mapping x-\-ihy of ξ+i8η from Ωj. to Ω(ί) and harmonic functions x1

and φ1 of (?, δη) in Ω1#

7. Let us define the functions φ==ψ(t9 x,y; δ) on Ω(£) and γ=γ(f, x\ δ) on R

using our mapping (x, y) from Ωx to Ω(ί) by

(2 12) ί ί y ( f , * ; δ ) = / ( f , £ , l ; δ ) o n 9 = 1 ,

lφ(ί,Λ,y;δ) = φ 1(ί,e,i ?;δ) on Ω x .

We have then

(2.13) 7 ^
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analytic in x^R for \t\ <a(ρo—p), ρ<p0, and

(2.14) Φ = -t+εφ

harmonic in (x, δy) in Ω(t), for \t\ <a(po—ρ), ρ<p0.
Set

Φ{t, x, Γ , δ) = φ(t, x, l + s v c . * ; δ ) ; δ ) = $('> x> δ)> L e >

Φ(t,x,T;δ)=-t+δ2φ(t,x;δ).

Then we have the

Proposition 2.1. The solution (γ, φ~) satisfies the following equations for
\t\<a(pi-p'),yfP'<pi,

1 T

(2.15)

in

Here X?> is a B attach space of analytic functions of x similar to X? with the radius
of convergence p' determined by p of φ and xy and that of ξ=ξι(t, x; δ) which is the
inverse function of x=x(t, ξ, 1, δ). The right hand side of (2.15) means that the
remainder is bounded by Ce2 with respect to the norm \ | p/.

Proof. We have from (2.12)

(2.16)
l+εxl

On the other hand, using the properties of operators As and Cδ analyzed in
[7], we have from (2.10) in Xμ:

(2.17)

and also in

*} = -φl-ε(x\φl-2^_βφyξ)+O(ε2) ,

φ) = -χl-ε(±-χim+±
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(2.18)

φ\ =

*lt =
Substituting (2.17)-(2.18) into (2.16), we get (2.15). Q.E.D.

REMARK 1. Notice that the terms on the left hand side of (2.15) are not the
first two terms of Friedrichs expansion of φ~ and j (cf. [7, §3]).

REMARK 2. If we drop the terms of O(ε2) on the right hand side of sys-
tem (2.15) for small ε, we obtain

(2.19)
.4" Φ*x*χ+(Ύφχ)χ) = 0 ,

But this procedure of neglecting the terms of O(ε2) is hopeless to be justified
as an approximation of general solutions of Cauchy problem except for some
special solutions. In fact on one hand the system (2.19) has solitary wave
solutions (γ, φ) (x—ct) similarly to those of water wave equation (2.1)—(2.3).
On the other hand the linearized equation of (2.19) is not well posed for the
Cauchy problem in H°°. Namely it ha s the linear dispersion relation:

See also point 12 and a derivatoin of Korteweg-de Vries equation from
(2.15) in §3.

REMARK 3. Since we discuss in this paper only Boussinesq equation and
Korteweg-de Vries equation, we stop the approximation (2.15) at the order of
ε2. We can get actually approximate equations to any order of accuracy with
respect to ε and discuss the solution ofhigher order approximation. For
example, we have the third one

(2.20)

is
r—
l15'
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This has the linear dispersion relation:

In particular et us notice the first order approximation. Hereafter we omit "/"
in X?f.

Proposition 2.2. The solution (7, φ) satisfies

(2.21) Ύt+φxx = O(β), φ,+γ = O(e)

in Xp, Vp<Pi, for
Let 7 #m/ φ fo £λ£ solution in Xp, ρ<plf \ t \ <a (pi~ρ) of

(2.22) %+φxx = 0, φ,+7 = 0

for the same initial data as y, φx. Then it follows

(2.23) | & - Φ , | p = O(e), | 7 - γ | p = O(ε).

Thus (2.23) justify (2.22) as the first approximation of water surfaces wave
under the physical condition (1.1). These equations (2.22) were obtained long
ago as the first approximation for "long" waves of infinitesimal amplitude
(Lamb [11, §169]; see also Lagrange [10, §11, n° 35]). At this first order ap-
proximation we can not have solitary wave solutions. We note for later use a
further simplification concerning the uni-directional motion as follows: If the
initial data satisfy

= O(β), 7(0)+fc(0) = 0(1) in Xtχ,

then by (2.21) the solution satisfies

(2.24) Ύ(t)-φx(t) = O(β), φt(t)+Φ*(t) - O(ε), Ύ(t)+φx(t) = 0(1),

inXpy \t\<a(p1—p),Vp<p1.

Similarly if

7(0)+φ,(0) = O(ε), 7(0)-φ,(0) = O(l), in X?l,

then

7+φ, = O(ε), φt-φx = O(e) in Xμ, \t\<a(Pί-p) .

8. Let us now show that we have a good approximation for 7 and φ instead of
(2.19) if we make use of values of the velocity potential Φ=— ί+εφ(ί, x,y; δ) on
the water bottom y=0: φ°(t, x\ δ) = φ(t, x, 0; δ).

Since we have (cf. [7, §3, (4.7)])
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φ(t, x,y; δ) = φ% x; δ ) + ^ φ2,(ί, *; δ)+O(ε2)

$(ί, *; δ) = φ\t, x; δ)+j- φ°xx(t, x; δ)+O(e2),

our equation (2.15) can be rewritten as follows:

(2.25)

f Ίt + Φ«~ φU«,+e(<yφ2), = O(e2),

in Xp, Vp<Pl, for | ί | <«(pj—p).

Then we have the

Theorem 2.3. The solution (γ, ψ°) is approximated as

(2.26) IφS-ΦSIp, | γ - r l p = O(e2)

for \t\ <a(p2—ρ), Vp<Vp2<p!, by the solution of the system

( Ύ,+Φl~ Φί«,+β(7Φ!l), = 0 ,

(2.27)

{ Φ?+7-^-+Φ?«+^- (Φϊ)2 = 0 .

with the initial data satisfying

(2.28) Ύ(0)-7(0), φ2(O)-φϊ(O) = O(ε2) in XPχ.

Proof. Since the abstract Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem [6, appendix] proves
the continuous dependence of solution on the inhomogeneous term by the norm

(2.29) A f > ] = sup l i f t ) I ( l - . ' ) ,
o<p<Pi \ a(ρ1—ρ)/

0</<αCP1-P)

this theorem is a direct consequence of the following lemma:

Lemma 2.4. The Cauchy problem for y and ΰ=Φ°x of (2.27)

( Ύt+ΰx-^-ΰxxx+ε(yΰ)x = 0

(2.30)
ut+yx — | - utxx+εuux = 0

with the initial data (γ, u) ( 0 ) G J P I X Z P I , P I > 0 , to ^ unique solution (γ,
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any p<p2 and for \t\<a(p2—p)y V

399

Proof. Set

then we have

(2.31) ΰ --

and (2.30) is equivalent to

i

(2>32)

* + - o

, = 0 ,

Since ίΓ8(#) is summable for any ε>0, we see that u=Kt,*v^Xp if z GJϊ"p and
thus we can apply the abstract Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem to (2.32) in order
to get the solution (y,fl) (t) in Xp for any ρ<ρ2> \t\<a(p2—p), Vp2</>1. Q.E.D.

Now let (γ, φ°) be the solution of (2.30) with the Cauchy data satisfying (2.28)

γ(0)-<y(0), φϊ(0)-φ;(0) = O(ε2) in XPχ.

The estimate (2.26) is proved by the continuous dependence in the norm (2.29)
on the inhomogeneous terms of the solution (G, F) (t)=(y(t)—y(t), φo

x(t) — φ°x(t))
of the following Cauchy problem:

(2.33)

Gt+Fx-±Fxxx+ε(ΰG+ΎF)x =

Ft+Gx-j-Flxx+± ((u+ΰ)F)x =

in

which can be solved similarly to the Cauchy problem (2.32).

REMARK 1. The linear dispersion relation of the system (2.27) is "good"
for k?> 1 as well as for # < 1:

(2-34)

REMARK 2. For the solution (γ, φ°) of (2.27) such that (γ, φ°x) (0) G l p U)

11) See [6] for the notation.
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we have also

for \t|<α(p2-p), VP<Vp2 < /) 1, if φ°(0)=φ°(0) and γ(0)=γ(0).

9. Equation (2.25) gives

(2.36) 7 = -Φΐ+j- φ ? « - 1 (Φϊ)2+O(e2).

Eliminating γ in the second equation of (2.25), we get the single equation for φ°:

Let φ°(£, #) be the solution in Xp of the Cauchy problem for

(2.38)

' φu — φxx —φ0ttxχ-\--T-φxxxχ-\-2εφxφ0tχ-\-εφ0tφxx — 0 .
Z o

with the Cauchy data satisfying

Iφί(O)-φΊ!(O)IPl, Iφ?(0)-φ?(0)I P i = O(e 2 ) .

Then we have the

Theorem 2.5. The solution (γ, φ°) is approximated by (7, φ°) m ίM̂ A α
we have

(2.39) IΦHW-ΦΣWIP. lΦ?(ί)-Φ?(*)lp,

Proof. First in order to prove the existence theorem for (2.38), set

and apply the abstract Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem to the system for (i/^, ψx)
obtained from (2.38). Next apply the abstract Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem to
the system for

2

and
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then the continuous dependence of solution on the inhomogeneous term proves
the estimate (2.39). Q.E.D.

REMARK 1. The linear dispersion relation for (2.37) is the same as (2.34):

REMARK 2. As before, for the solution such that

we have also

IΦ%t)-φ%t)Iφ I φ ϊ ( t ) - φ K ή 1 ψ IΎ(t)-y(t)IL% = O(ε2)

for |*|<α(/>2—p)> v P < v P 2 < P i

10. In previous theorems 2.3 and 2.5 we obtained good approximations (2.27)
and (2.38) to water wave equations (2.25) and (2.36)-(2.37) respectively. Here
let us examine further approximations to (2.37) following Boussinesq (1872) and
(1877). Similar approximation and arguments to (2.25) can be done but we
omit it here. If we consider the uni-directional motion i.e., assume the initial
data for equation (2.37) satisfy

(2.40) Φ?(0)+φί(0) = O(e), φ?(0)-φ!(0) = O(l) in XPχ,

then by using similar argument to obtain (2.24) it is easy to get the following
property of the solutions

(2.41) Φ?(O+φΣ(O = O(ε), φ?(ί)-φϊ(0 - O(l) in Xp, \ί\ <a(Pl-P).

Therefore if we substitute (2.41) in the nonlinear terms of order O(ε) in
equation (2.37), we have

(2.42) φ°it- φo

xx-~φo

ttxx+^rφΌ

xxxx-3εφo

xφ°xx = O(ε 2 ).
z o

Thus it suggests an approximate equation

(2.43)

(cf. Boussinesq (1872)).

— φxx—~χ-ψttxx

Jr-^rφχχχχ—3eφ°xφxx = 0 ,
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Proposition 2.6. If the initial data satisfy (2.40) and

I Φ?(0)-$?(0) I Po = 0{ε% I φ (0)-#(0) I Po = O(e2),

then we have

(2.44) I Φ%t)-φ%t) i p, i φ?(0-Φ?(01 P , 17(0-*W I p = °(ε2)

for \t\<a(p2-p),Vp<Vp2<Pl.

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.5.

REMARK. Equation (2.43) has the solitary wave solutions as follows:

c2— 1/ / c2— 1 V2

Φ* = — — (̂ cosh Y 2 ε ( g 2_^ 3 )(*—£*) j ,

This gives a good approximation for γ(x—ct) ^ —φt ^ cφx with c > l but not

for ^(x—ct) ^ — φt ^^ ^φΛ with c < — 1. The latter γ has negative values and

is not proper as a solitary wave solution. In fact the latter is excluded by the

assumption (2.40) of Proposition 2.6. Compare the solitary wave solutions of

(2.38).

Furthermore if we use the first order approximation

Φΐt = Φ°xx+O(e)

in the linear term φ°ttXχ of O(e) in the equation (2.42), then we have

{ x x = O(ε2) .

This gives formally another approximate equation

(2.45) φtt—φχX—~φxxxx—3εφxφxx = 0 ,

(cf. Boussinesq (1872) and point 11).

Also on the surface, if we start with (2.15) assuming the uni-directional

motion (2.24), we can get the so-called Boussinesq equation:

Ύtt-Ύxx-jΎxxxx-~e(y2)xx = 0 ,

γ ~ Φs

It has solitary wave solutions φ°(x—ct), ^(x—ct), | c | > l , but we do not know

a justification of these approximations for the Cauchy problem as the same

reason as Remark 2 in point 7. In these context, we call (2.27) and (2.38)

"Boussinesq equation".
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11. Before closing this paragraph, we compare our procedure of derivation of
Boussinesq equation with the original study of Boussinesq [3] and one would
find that the equation (2.27) has been obtained in fact by Boussinesq.

Let H be the depth of water at rest (or mean depth), z=HJ

Γh(tyx) the
water surface at t and φ(tyx,z) the velocity potential φ°(ty x)=φ(ty x, 0) being
its values on the water bottom.

Boussinesq assumes (not prove) [3, p. 72] that "la partie variable h de la
profondeur et, par suite, la vitesse au fond uo=φ°x(ty x) seront supposέes trέs
petites et leurs dόrivάes successives en x de plus en plus petites, de maniere que
la sόrie (18) soit rapidement convergente

(18) Φ = -
d3u0

2! dx
0<z<H+h."

The boundary conditions on z=H-\-h are given by

φt+ = 0 .

ht+hsφx-φz = 0,

where g is the constant of gravity. He derived from this

φΰ

t+gh = 0,

[ht+Hφ°xx = 0,
(2.46)

as uthe first approximatoin" ((20), p. 72, see also our proposition 2.2). His
"second approximate equation'' is given by the following, if an approximation of
uni-directional wave motion at this level is not made:

(2.47)
dt 2! dxdt 2

=

dt dx dx dx 3! dx3

These equations are not printed explicitely on page 72 but are explained
in lines 9-5 from bottom. Considering the uni-directional motion (cf. (2.36),
(2.40), (2.41)) and using "the first approximation'' (2.46) he gets

Substituting this approximation he gets

(2-48)

xx = 0
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or eliminating φ°, the following:

h,,-gHha = gH{ A

The system (2.47) is essentially the same as (2.27) whose solution gives an

approximation for water surface wave under the condition (1.1) (Theorem 2.3).

In fact (2.47) can be written as

(2-49)

(h t+Hφx x-*Lφx:x x x+(hφx)x = 0

and by the transformation: h=κh\ K being the amplitude, φ°=eχ/ghXφ°9

λ wave length, t=Vght'l\, x=\x', ε=*/i/=(iJ/λ) 2 =δ 2 , (2.49) is transformed
into the dimensionless system (2.27) with <γ=h after omitting "/".

3 Korteweg-de Vries equation

12. Let us consider the surface waves of water flowing with a constant velocity
ω. As in §2, we set ε=δ 2, ε being the ratio of the amplitude to the water
depth: ε=κlh.

Consider the following transformation

{3Λ) j * = e+«ι, , = ,+./,

and solve (2.6) for (xy φ) as (2.10) with the initial data (2.11) in XPoΓ\IfPo, and
define (7, φ) in the same way as for γ=γ(£, x\ δ) and φ = φ(ί,x>yyδ) in §2.
Then we have the solution of (2.1)-(2.3):

J Φ = — t+ωx+eφ(t, x,y; δ),

Set

φ(ί, x, Γ; δ) - φ(ί, Λ?, l + δ 2 γ ( ^ ^ δ); δ) = φ(ty χ; 8),

Φ(t, x, Γ; δ) = -t+ωx+82φ(t, x; δ) - Φ(ί, Λ; δ) ,

then we have similarly to Proposition 2.1:

•=O(ε2),

(3.3)
J X2

in Xf (1 LI, for any p<pu \ 11 <α(pj—p).

[φt+7+ωφx+j-φl = O(ε2),
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13. We shall piove first that some of the surface waves described by (y, φx)^
£ΞXP Γ\Lp are approximated by solutions of Korteweg-de Vries equation. Let
(7, φx) be the solution of (3.3) such that (γ,φ Λ )eX p n£p, for any p<pι and for
\t\<a(p1—p), with the Cauchy data satisfying (rγ)φx)(0)^XpiΠLpi, Setting
φx=u, (3.3) can be written as follows:

( Ύt+Ux+ ωΎx+~uxxx+ε(γu)x = O(ε2),(
(3.4) 3

' ut-\-Ύx+ωUx+mux = O(ε2),

in XpΠLp, for any p<ply \t\ <a(px—p).

Let us introduce the quantities:

(3.5) /=l(y+«), £=1(7-M).

Then we have the

Proposition 3.1. If the initial data satisfy the uni-directional condition

(3.6) /(0) = - ί (<y(0)+M(0)) = 0(1), g(0) = 1 (7(0)-«(0) = O(ε)

in X?1 Π Lpj, ί̂ ew we have

(3.7) / (H>+l)Λ+^-/ I«+4s#, - O(ε2),
0 2

(3.8) gt+(ω-l)gx-fgxxx-^eggx = _ ε ( l / _ +

m Xp(Ί £p, /or Λ/ry P<Pi, 11 \ <a(p1—p).

Proof. First we recall the property of uni-directional motion (2.24) by the
condition (3.6) on the initial data:

(3-9) f(t) = y (Ύ(t)+u(t)) = O(l), g(t) = 1 (τ(0-«(0) = O(ε)

;, \t\<a{Pι-p).

Diagonalizing (3.4) by (3.5), we have by (3.9)

and

?,= <-|/«χ-|#,-|(^/W+O(e2) =
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Q.E.D.

If one drops the term on the right-hand side of order O(ε2) in (3.7), we get
the Korteweg-de Vries equation [8], which corresponds to the uni-directional
waves moving right-ward i.e.,

(3.10) Ft+(ω+\)F,+±Fxxx+ί-eFFx = 0 ,
0 Δ

ί\0)=/(0);

(3.11) G (+(ω-l)G,-{Gm-{ εGGx = ε(-±Fxxx-\FFx),
Ό Δ O Δ

G(0)=g(0);

where F is the solution of (3.10).
If we consider the initial data satisfying

<γ(0)-u(0) = 0(1), 7(0)+u(0) = O(ε),

instead of (3.6), then we have the following equations for the uni-directional
motion left-ward:

(3.12) gt+{ω-.1)gχ-±gχχχ-j_εggχ = O (ε 2 ) ,

(3.13) G t + { ω - i ) G * G χ χ 3 ε G G χ = o .
O Δ

In order to compare (3.7)-(3.8) and (3.1O)-(3.11) let us now solve the
Cauchy problem for (3.10) and (3.11) in the scale 2 = U# P of Banach spaces,
consisting of analytic functions defined by

( v(z): holomorphic function in ΩP= {z=x-\-iy: xG/ί, \y\ <p},

such that | (1+ \k\)ep^v(k)\L2(R)<oo

A

where v(k) is the Fourier transform of v(x).

Proposition 3.2. The Cauchy problem for (3.10) ((3.11), resp.) with the
Cauchy data F(0) e BPi (G(0) e BPi, resp.) has a unique solution F(t) G BP

p, resp.) for any ρ<ρXi \t\ <a(pι—p)i a being a positive constant.

Proof. We get by the Fourier transformation from (3.10)

i.e.,
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F(t) =

Apply the lemma 3.3 and the abstrcat Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem ([6,
appendix]), we get the proposition. Q.E.D.

Lemma 3.3. For any G,F^BP and for any p'<ρ, the following inequality

holds:

where C is a constant independent of p, p'.

Proof. It follows from the inequality

and the Hausdorf-Young's inequality in the Fourier transform.
Now we can give a justification for Korteweg-de Vries equation as follows:

By virtue of Proposition 3.2 we have the

Theorem 3.4. If the Cauchy data (γ, u) ( O J e ^ Π ^ satisfy (3.6), then
the solution {^fyu){t)^XpC[Lσp of (3.3) has the following approximation by the
solution of Korteweg-de Vries equation (3.10) and (3.11):

{ ' ]

for any p<p2, \i\<a(p2-p), Vp2<p1( i.e.,

(3.16) \Ύ(t)-(F+G)(t)\Bl) =

for any p<p2, \t\<a{p2—p)ίVρ2<pι. In particular

Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.1 and 3.2 that the difference H(t)=
=f(i)—F(t) is the solution of the Cauchy problem

(3.17) Ht+(ω+\)Hx+^Hxxx+
3^HHx+^ (fH)x = hz,

6 2 2

in JSp, for any ρ<ρϊy \t\ <a(ρ1—p), with the initial data ίf(0)=0, where for any
i, \t\<a{9ι-p\ \K{t)\Bp<Cε\
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Applying the abstract Cauchy-Kowalewski theorem, we have the first esti-
mate of (3.15). Since (3.11) can be solved similarly, the second one is easy to
see if we note that

for any p<p2y \t\ <a(p2—p)y Vp2<Pi Q.E.D.

14. If we use instead of Φ the values of the velocity potential on the bottom
of water: φ°(t, x; 8)=φ(t, xy 0; δ), our equation (3.3) becomes for v=φx (cf. 2.):

= 0(ε2)

(3.18)

= 0(* 2).

ft, \t\<a(Pϊ-P).

Let us diagonalize (3.18) by

(3.19) m=l-{Ύ+v)> n = ^ { y _ υ ) t

then we have, by a similar reasoning to get (3.7)—(3.8), the

Proposition 3.5. For the solution (γ, φ°x) which satisfies the condition on the
initial data:

(3.20) m(0) = y(Q)+u(0) = O(l), n(0) = r(0)-ιι(0) = O(e)

in X?i> then we have

(3.21) mt+(ω+l)mx-
£(ί+^ωKxxx-j-mtxx+^εmmx = O(ε2),

and

(3.22) nt+(ω~l)nx+
ε

Now we prove that m and TZ are approximated by solutions of equations

• M,+(ω+l)M c - ε ( 1 + 3 ω > Mxxx-±-Mtxx+\εMMx = 0 .

xxx-^ Mtxx-MMX)
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Similarly if we consider the case γ(0)—u(0)=O(l) and γ(0)+w(0)—O(ε) we have

(3.24) Λr ί + (ω-l)Λί,+< 1 - 3 ω ) Nχχ^±Nlχχ-lεNNχ = o

and a similar equation for M. But we omit the argument for this case. Con-

cerning (3.23) we have first the

Proposition 3.6. (i) The Cauchy problem for (3.23) with the Cauchy data

tf(0)GlPi (X^ΓϊLμ^ resp.) has a unique solution M(t)&Xp {Xp^\Lσ

p, resp.),

\t\<a(px—p).

Proof. Setting

(3.25)

apply the abstract Cauchy-Kowalevski's theorem to the equation for JM{t) de-
rived from (3.23). Q.E.D.

By the same reasoning as for the theorem 3.4, we have then

Theorem 3.7. For m(t) and n{t) satisfying (3.21) and (3.22) in XPi with

the Cauchy data satisfying (3.20) in XPχf we have

(3.26) IM{t)-m{t) | p = O(ε2), |N(t)-n(t) | p = O(ε2)

for \t\<a(ρ2—p), Vp<Vp2<p1. In other words, water surface waves given by

(γ, φ°x) (t) satisfying (3.20) are approximated by solutions of the Cauchy problem

for (3.23) as follows:

(3 2Ί\
V " } ' \φ°x(t)-(N(t)-M(t))\p=O(ε*),

for \t\<a(p2—p), Vp<p2.

17. REMARKS, (i) Equations (3.23) and (3.24) have solitary wave solutions and

also cnoidal wave solutions as K-dV equation,

(ii) The linear dispersion relation for (3.21) is

and it is known the golbal existence theorem of the Cauchy problem in a Sobolev
space.

(iii) In 1964, Long [13] and Broer [4] gave the following system:

= — utxx

) x = \uxxx
o
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and in 1966 Peregrine [16]:

j u, + u x + — uux = — uίxx

\ η = u+O(ε) .

Our theorem 3.7 would give in some sense a justification for these formal
derivation by Long, Broer and Peregrine.

Appendix. Global existence theorems for approximate equations

18. We shall prove first the global existence theorem for the Cauchy problem
for (2.37) which we called "Boussinesq equation". Let us write it here as fol-
lows:

(A.I) φtt — φxx—~φttxx+-^φxxxx+2ε<pxφtx+εφtφxx == 0 .
Δ Ό

Let Jί(R) be defined by

(A.2) M{R) = {u: u^6%H') nβ){W) nS2

t(H2)} ,

where u^Si(H4~j) is/-times continuously difΐerentiable with respect to t in the
Sobolev space H4"j(R). We have the

Theorem A.l. The Cauchy problem for (A.I) with initial data

(A.3) φ(0)^H\R)f φt(0)^H%R)

has a unique solution <p(t, )^Jί(R)for *e[0, <χ>).

The following a priori estimates in Lemma A.2 and the successive appro-
ximation prove the theorem.

Lemma A.2 (a priori estimates),
(i) There is a positive constant M such that we have for any solution <p(t) e

(A.4) sup {Iφt(t, x)\ + \φx(t, x)\}<M.
C O e i 2 [ 0 o o )

(ii) There is a positive constant C independent of t such that we have for any
solution

(A.5)

where E(t)=E1(t)+E2(t), and
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E2(t) = \\φtM\l+\\<pUmi+^j
2 Ό

Proof, (i) Integrating ( A . l ) χ ^ on Rχy we have

Ex(t) = constant for £̂ >0 .

The Sobolev's lemma proves (A.4).
(ii) Integrating12) Γ—(A.I)] Xφtx on Rx, we have

dx

^-E2(t)^8eΓ \φx{t)φtx{t)φtxx{t)\dx+2ε\~ \φt(t)φtx{t)φxxx{t)\dx.
at j-oo j-oo

Then, using (A.4), we have

(A.6) j-E2{t)^WTε ME2(ή.
at

Since - ^ ( 0 = 0 , we get (A.5) by (A.6). Q.E.D.
dt

Proof of the Theorem A.I. Let us notice that (A.I) is equivalent to

(A.7) ψtt-ψlcx+2e(K!*ψt)x(Kι*ψx)+ {β(K,*ψ.,)_ J-} (Kt**,)x = 0

by the transformation of unknown:
( A 8 )

i.e.,

φ(t, x) = (ϋΓt*ψ)(f,*) = ί"

By virtue of the Lemma A.2, we have the following a priori estimate for

(A.7):

(A.9) '

where

C and C" being positive constants independnet of t.
Thus we can prove the global existence of solution of the Cauchy problem

for (A.7) and consequently for (A.I). Q.E.D.

12) For the rigorous proof, we apply the Friedrichs' mollifier to (A.I) and estimate the com-
mutators.
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A parallel discussion for (3.23) is also valid, but we omit it here.
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